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The new simplicity
kreon inti sets out to give the lighting designer
a tool to create different atmospheres within the
architecture with one single downlight without
creating unnecessary “noise” within the space.
Two different light patterns are created from a
single light point: directional point illumination
and diffuse illumination. By combining the two
opposing lighting effects in the same luminaire,
kreon inti is a renewed choice for unity, regardless
of the dual function.
kreon inti is the result of patiently building on a
knowledge of lighting technology and carefully
exploring the characteristic design of kreon:
simplicity, clarity and unity.
This simplicity and uniformity are not the result
of a formal frugality but are the concentration
of complexity in one decisive part in which the
high recess dome does not want to be merely
transparent and neutral, but translucent and
soothing thanks to its facets referring to 1950’s
glass design.

Kristof Pycke
Art Director
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kreon inti with glassy dome
The glassy dome is a shiny dome that makes kreon inti
even more eye-catching and
adds a slightly more luxurious and vintage touch.

kreon inti with matte dome
This dome provides an equally beautifully diffused
light effect, is less present and blends
more with the architecture of the space.
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kreon inti downlight trimless
glassy dome
black louvre
kreon inti directional
matte dome
white trim

kreon inti directional
glassy dome
black trim

kreon inti downlight trimless
matte dome
white louvre
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LED module
Standard +90CRI, including
3000K - 1800K Dim To Warm
option.

Heat sink

Dome
Glassy or matte faceted for a
diffused ambient light effect
Directional lamphead
Separately driven, independant
accent lighting

internal louvre
Improves glare protection and
allows smooth integration in
architecture
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dim-to-warm technology
kreon inti is available with dim-to-warm technology.
This dim-to-warm technology allows kreon inti to dim down to
a warmer colour temperature, allowing for the natural dimming
of warm white light. Which makes kreon inti an ideal tool for
homes, hotels and restaurants.
By allowing easy transitions between warm colour
temperatures, the technology lets rooms adjust the look and
mood of its space, at any time.

100%

directional dim-to-warm 30%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%
3000K

1800K

Dim-to-warm uses a predefined dimming curve to simulate the
natural dimming of an incandescent lamp.
The technology requires no additional programming and allows
to use standard dimming systems as 0/1-10V and DALI to
provide sophisticated control and smooth, natural dimming.
directional dim-to-warm 100%
kreon.com
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↑ residential project in Switzerland
photography by Serge Brison

The dim-to-warm
technology in
kreon inti makes
it an ideal tool for
homes, hotels, and
restaurants.
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the directional spot and the dome can be switched
separately or together.

downlight
637lm – 12,6W
diffuse light that brings atmosphere

downlight + spot 20°

spot 20° without downlight

downlight: 576lm or 400lm (DTW) - 12,6W
spot 100lm – 1W
the spot puts the focus on individual
objects with a narrow
light distribution of 20 degrees

downlight + darklight 33°

darklight 33° without downlight

downlight: 576lm or 400lm (DTW) - 12,6W
darklight: 250lm – 4W
wide light distribution for
homogeneous lighting
ideal tool for shelf lighting

wide darklight 56°

wide darklight 56° without downlight

downlight: 576lm or 400lm (DTW) - 12,6W
darklight: 250lm – 4W
uniform light distribution on vertical surfaces
generates a contemplative atmosphere and gives
a space a broader impression
create light effect comparable to diffused daylight
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Light quality

Light distribution

Downlight offers diffused
ambient light
Directional spot offers
focused light.
Great colour rendering
and colour consistency

Precise focused light +
ambient light

Anti-glare

Optical system

Glare free optic

3 optics available for directional
lamphead
(SP, DL, WDL)
2 optics for dome
(matt or glassy)
dim-to-warm option
(1800K—3000K)

Applications

Colors

Black & white
other RAL colors
on request

Residential
Hospitality
Shops
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kreon inti fixed downlight has a built-in dome set above
a black or white internal louvre. The faceted dome adds
a scattering play of brilliance and creates a first layer of
ambiance.
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The unique combination of a diffused downlight with
a directional projector make kreon inti a two-in-one
recessed ceiling luminaire.

kreon inti directional combines the dome effect of the
downlight with a decentralized directional spotlight that
has an angular adjustment of 30°. The diffused light
from the dome neutralizes the shadow of the directional
spotlight in the light effect. The directional light creates
the second layer of focused light.

kreon.com

inti
inti
8080
directional,
directional,
white, trim
white, trim

inti 80 directional, black, no
shadowgap
inti
80 directional, black, no shadowgap

inti
directional,
white,shadowgap
trim
inti 8080
fixed,
white, glassy dome,

inti
inti
8080
fixed,
fixed,
white,white,
no shadowgap
shadowgap
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offices

kreon Inc.
North America & Canada
20 Murray Hill Parkway
Suite #180
East Rutherford NJ 07073
USA
+1 (201) 298-44 48
usa@kreon.com

kreon Belgium
Industrieweg-Noord 1152
3660 Oudsbergen
Belgium
T +32 89 81 97 80
belgium@kreon.com
www.kreon.com
kreon Austria
Kärntner Ring 4
1010 Vienna
Austria
T +43 1 715 44 25
austria@kreon.com
kreon China / The Belgian House
Changle Road Lane 672, No. 33,
Building No. 5,
Jingan, Shanghai
China
china@kreon.com
T +86 183 1711 3541

kreon Poland
T +48 504 788 355
poland@kreon.com
kreon Russia
T +79257081901
russia@kreon.com
kreon Scandinavia
T +45 (0)7137 0239
hassan.elhindi@kreon.com
kreon South East Asia
63a Club Street
Singapore 069 437
Singapore
T +65 62 22 33 93
singapore@kreon.com
kreon Spain & Portugal
Ángel Guimera 7-9 local C
Barcelona 08017
Spain
T +34 600 462 551
spain@kreon.com
kreon Switzerland
Neufeldweg 6
5103 Möriken
Switzerland
T +41 61 316 74 01
switzerland@kreon.com

kreon France
5, rue d’Aboukir
75002 Paris
France
T +33 1 44 50 53 54
france@kreon.com

kreon The Netherlands
Danzigerbocht 39
1013 AM Amsterdam
The Netherlands
T +31 (0)6 52 391 680
the.netherlands@kreon.com

kreon Germany
Brühler Straße 11-13
50968 Cologne
Germany
Tel +49 221 937 22 0
germany@kreon.com

kreon Turkey
Sehit Murat Demirli Cad. Resadiye Yolu 76
Alemdag-Ümraniye 34794
Istanbul
Turkey
T +90 216 430 86 00
turkey@kreon.com

kreon Italy
Via V. Forcella 5
20144 Milano
Italy
T +39 02 89 42 08 46
italy@kreon.com
kreon Middle East & India
Dubai Airport Free Zone Area (DAFZA)
West Wing 6
Office 6 WA 634
P.O. Box 293889
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
T +971 56 705 2522
middle.east@kreon.com

kreon UK
67 Maltings Place
169 Tower Bridge Road
London
SE1 3LJ
United Kingdom
T +44 (0)20 7740 2112
uk@kreon.com
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